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By Duane Thomas
Once you begin learning to fire a handgun

with a combination of speed and accuracy, you’re
going to come up against a real problem: Most
factory handgun sights suck for the purpose.
Decades ago, for some ungodly reason, gun com-
panies settled on front blade and rear notch widths
both of .125 inch as standard for “high visibility
combat sights” (which aren’t). This leads to a horri-
bly cramped sight picture that is difficult to get on
at speed, or stay on during rapid fire. Instead those
narrow light bars lead to the front and rear sights
just melting together into a blur. Most aftermarket
sights are little if any better.

What works far better is a narrower front blade
combined with a wider rear notch. My personal
preference is a front sight somewhere around
.110” and a rear notch around .150”. The best
aftermarket sights I have ever seen are the Warren
Tactical Series-Sevigny Competition, which,
despite the name, work great on a carry gun.

I don’t much care for the currently popular
fiber optic sights. My objections are threefold.

(1) The FO cable is quite fragile. Breakage is
common, and when the cable breaks the sight
stops glowing. (2) In order to contain the FO
cable the front sight must be quite wide. (3)
When shooting at speed I have a tendency to see
the FO dot as being the important thing instead
of the overall shape of the front blade, leading
me to centering the dot with the top of the rear
sight and placing my shots high.

The ghost ring rear sight is a loser. So much of
how I shoot is built around watching the front
sight through its entire arc of recoil. Kind of hard
to do that when the front sight blade flips up
behind a wall of metal (the top part of the sight)
with every shot.

The handgun express (aka “big dot”) sights I
find difficult to shoot accurately at speed because
that shallow V-notch rear doesn’t give me light
bars to easily judge windage.

As I am getting older, I begin to find any sort of
post/notch system, even the generous WTS sight
picture, increasingly difficult to focus on. Thus, a
few years ago I decided to finally do something I’d
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Serious shooters tend to
prefer a thin ramp front

sight blade.

The WTS-Sevigny 
Competition rear sight,
despite the name, works

really well on a carry
gun. Note the dehorned
sight profile, complete
with scallop to allow

racking the rear sight on
a belt if necessary for
one-hand malfunction

clearance.

Thomas is not a fan of the
currently popular fiber optic

front sight, for reasons
explained in the text.

A narrow front blade with
wide rear notch allows a

much more generous sight
picture than the typical

.125”/.125” front blade/rear
notch. Shown is the sight 
picture with the Warren
Tactical Series-Sevigny 

Competition sights.

Ijust received my copy of your magazine, The Blue
Press, and the article written by Mark Moritz should

never have been published. He knows nothing about the
US Army, the Army’s weapons training, and the personnel
in the Army. His so-called facts are a fabrication that
throws a very bad light on our country’s military mem-
bers. I would like to address them individually:

Non-Dedicated Personnel: There is no such term
and/or personnel in the US Army. All Army Soldiers are
dedicated to a specific branch (i.e., Infantry, Armor, Logis-
tics, etc.) and a specific Military Occupational Speciality
(MOS) and to state that there are “thousands and thou-
sands of NDPs” is a complete fabrication. There are
combat arms branches and technical/support branches
within the Army and just because a person is assigned to
a technical/support branch, it does not mean that they
will not be involved in any firefights in a combat zone.

All soldiers learn their specific weapon during basic
training. They receive their specific weapon (i.e., M4,

M16, etc.) within the first three or four days of basic train-
ing and they live with that weapon for the whole time of
basic. They have no choice but to learn about the weapon
and qualify with the weapon, or they do not graduate
from Basic Training. During Basic Training, the trainees
even are familiarized with the crew-served weapons that
the Army uses.

Only a very small number of Army Personnel have the
chance to use the M9 pistols that the Army currently uses.
Officer, Senior Enlisted Personnel, soldiers on special
assignments/projects are the only ones that utilizes the M9,
everyone else utilizes their specific weapons assigned to
them, i.e., M4, M16, etc. Before these personnel are able
to carry the M9, they have to go through weapons training
specific to the M9, they learn how to carry, fire, maintain,
perform minor repairs on the weapon, and then they have
to go to the range and qualify on the M9 and only then can
they carry and use the weapon.

I would like to know how Mr. Moritz knows that train-
ing them are futile because they do not care, was he one
of these fabricated personnel at one time? Soldiers have
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